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Abstract. We study a mathematical model of cell populations dynamics pro-
posed by M. Rotenberg [18] and investigated by M. Boulanouar [9]. Here, a cell
is characterized by her maturity and speed of maturation. The growth of cell
populations is described by a partial differential equation with a boundary con-
dition. In the first part of the paper we exploit semigroup theory approach and
apply Lord Kelvin’s method of images in order to give a new proof that the model
is well posed. Next, we use a semi-explicit formula for the semigroup related to
the model obtained by the method of images in order to give growth estimates
for the semigroup. The main part of the paper is devoted to the asymptotic be-
haviour of the semigroup. We formulate conditions for the asymptotic stability
of the semigroup in the case in which the average number of viable daughters
per mitosis equals one. To this end we use methods developed by K. Pichór and
R. Rudnicki [17].
1. Introduction
In the Rotenberg model of cell populations dynamics [18] a cell is characterized by
two variables, its maturity and speed of maturation. We assume that the maturity is
a real number x that belongs to the interval I := (0, 1) and the speed of maturation
v belongs to the set V := (a, b), where a and b are nonnegative real numbers such
that a < b < +∞. Growth of the cells’ population density is governed by the partial
differential equation
∂f
∂t
= −v∂f
∂x
, (1.1)
where f = f(x, v, t) with t > 0 is the cells’ density at (x, v) at time t. In this
model a cell starts maturing at x = 0 and divides reaching x = 1, and the boundary
condition
vf(0, v, t) = p
∫
V
wk(w, v)f(1, w, t) dw
describes the reproduction rule. Here k satisfies∫
V
k(w, v) dv = 1
for any w ∈ V , and V 3 v 7→ k(w, v) is the probability density of daughter velocity,
conditional on w being the velocity of the mother. Furthermore, it is assumed that
p > 0 is the average number of viable daughters per mitosis. However, see [9], it
may be also important to consider the case where there are cells that degenerate in
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2 A. GREGOSIEWICZ
the sense that theirs daughters inherit mother’s velocity. Such situation is described
by the boundary condition
f(0, v, t) = qf(1, v, t),
where q > 0 is the average number of viable daughters per mitosis. Therefore, we
combine these two cases and assume that the reproduction rule is characterized by
the boundary condition
vf(0, v, t) = p
∫
V
wk(w, v)f(1, w, t) dw + qvf(1, v, t), v ∈ V. (1.2)
It is well known, see [12, II.1.2], that the well-posedness of the problem (1.1)-(1.2)
may be rephrased in terms of the semigroups theory as follows: The problem is
well-posed if and only if the operator
f 7→ −v∂f
∂x
with domain consisting of functions that are absolutely continuous with respect to
x and satisfy (1.2) is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup in the space
of absolutely integrable functions.
In the first part of this paper, in Section 2, we give a new proof of the generation
theorem of Boulanouar [9, Theorem 2.2, Theorem 3.1]. To this end we use Lord
Kelvin’s method of images. (For detailed introduction to the method of images
see [6] and references given there. More examples may be found in [5, 7, 8].) As
a by-product we obtain a semi-explicit formula for the semigroup T = {T (t), t > 0}
related to the Rotenberg model. Moreover, this formula allows us to provide, in
Section 3, growth estimates for the Rotenberg semigroup.
Section 4 is devoted to the asymptotic behaviour of the semigroup. Boulanouar
proved [9, Theorem 6.1] that if p+q > 1, then properly rescaled Rotenberg semigroup
converges in the uniform topology to a rank one projection under some conditions
on k. (For precise statement, see Theorem 4.1.) We study the model in the case
p+ q 6 1; this case is also of biological interest since in multicellular organisms the
number of cells does not grow in an unrestricted way, as in the case p+ q > 1.
We start by noting that in the case p+q = 1 the Rotenber semigroup is composed
of Markov operators – this remark allows us to use the tools of the rich theory of
Markov semigroups (see for example [15, 17]). Then, using recent results of Pichór
and Rudnicki [17], we prove that, for a fairly large class of kernels k, there is an
invariant density f∗ for the Rotenberg semigroup such that for all other densities f
we have
lim
t→∞
‖T (t)f − f∗‖ = 0, (1.3)
in an appropriate L1-type norm. Interestingly, in this case there is a direct formula
connecting f∗ with the stationary density for the kernel k. Moreover, we show that
if p+q < 1, then the operators forming the Rotenberg semigroup converge to zero in
the strong operator topology; if, additionally, a > 0, the same is true in the operator
norm. The last two statements are reflections of the fact that in the case p+ q < 1
the cell population gradually dies out. In the case a > 0 all parts of the population
die out uniformly fast. In the case a = 0, cells that mature very slowly survive much
longer than the remaining cells and so the population dies out non-uniformly.
Our main result, combining Theorems 4.3 and 4.9 may be rephrased as follows.
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Theorem 1.1. Let T be the semigroup related to the Rotenberg model.
(i) Suppose that p > 0 and p+q = 1. Assume that there exists a unique, up to an
equivalence class, stationary density for the kernel k, that is, a nonnegative
function f on V with
∫
V
f = 1, satisfying
f(v) =
∫
V
k(w, v)f(w) dw
for almost every v ∈ V . If f is strictly positive almost everywhere and the
function
v 7→ v−1f(v)
is integrable on V , then (1.3) holds with f∗ defined as
f∗(v) :=
v−1f(v)∫
V
w−1f(w) dw
, v ∈ V.
(ii) Suppose that p+ q < 1. Then
lim
t→∞
‖T (t)f‖ = 0
holds for any f that is integrable on I × V . Moreover, if a > 0, then
lim
t→∞
‖T (t)‖ = 0.
In the last part, in Section 5, we discuss relations between Boulanouar’s assump-
tions [9, Theorem 6.1] on k with these in Theorem 1.1.
2. Generation theorem
As in Introduction we consider I := (0, 1) as a measure space with the Lebesgue
measure, denoted leb, and fix real numbers a, b such that 0 6 a < b < +∞. We
also let V ⊆ (a, b) and introduce a measure ν on V . From the biological point of
view the most interesting cases are when V equals (a, b) or is its discrete subset
(the underlying measure ν being the Lebesgue measure or the counting measure,
respectively). However, in our generation theorem we do not need to assume that,
and we can work in the abstract setup. Generalizations of the Rotenberg model in
the discrete case are discussed in [2, 3].
We denote
Ω := I × V,
see Figure 1, and introduce L1(Ω) as the space of (equivalence classes of) absolutely
integrable real functions on Ω with respect to the product measure µ = leb× ν. We
also denote the standard L1-norm by ‖ · ‖L1(Ω). Furthermore, we let W 1(Ω) to be
the space of (equivalence classes of) functions f ∈ L1(Ω) satisfying:
(i) for almost every v ∈ V the function I 3 x 7→ f(x, v) is weakly differentiable,
(ii) the function Ω 3 (x, v) 7→ v∂xf(x, v) belongs to L1(Ω), where ∂xf is the
weak derivative of f with respect to x.
By the Sobolev embedding theorem, if f ∈ W 1(Ω), then for almost every v ∈ V the
function I 3 x 7→ f(x, v) has a unique representant which is continuous up to the
boundary of I. Hence, in particular we can speak about f(0, v) or f(1, v).
Let k : V × V → [0,+∞) be a nonnegative (ν × ν)-measurable real function such
that ∫
V
k(w, v) ν(dv) = 1, w ∈ V. (2.1)
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Ω
(a) Continuous case.
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a
b
Ω
(b) Discrete case.
Figure 1. The set Ω.
Then we define the operator A in L1(Ω) by
Af(x, v) := −v∂xf(x, v), (x, v) ∈ Ω. (2.2)
We let the domain D(A) of A to be composed of functions f ∈ W 1(Ω) satisfying
the boundary condition
vf(0, v) = p
∫
V
wk(w, v)f(1, w) ν(dw) + qvf(1, v) (2.3)
for almost every v ∈ V , where p, q are fixed nonnegative real numbers such that
p + q > 0. For simplicity of notation, for a given v ∈ V we introduce the measure
`(·, v) = `ν(·, v) on V by the formula
`(dw, v) := pwv−1k(w, v)ν(dw) + qδv(dw), (2.4)
where δv is the Dirac measure at v. Then we may rewrite (2.3) in the form
f(0, v) =
∫
V
f(1, w) `(dw, v). (2.5)
The aim of this section is to prove the following result.
Theorem 2.1. The operator A generates a strongly continuous semigroup in L1(Ω).
To prove this theorem we can use the Lord Kelvin method of images. Indeed,
formula (2.2) indicates that for a fixed v ∈ V the desired semigroup should resemble
a translation semigroup. Hence, we would like to define T = {T (t), t > 0} in L1(Ω)
by
T (t)f(x, v) = f˜(x− tv, v), t > 0, (x, v) ∈ Ω, f ∈ L1(Ω), (2.6)
where f˜ is a function defined on
Ω˜ := J × V (2.7)
for J := (−∞, 1). Since T (0)f equals f , it follows that f˜ must be an extension of
f . Moreover, because every semigroup leaves the domain of its generator invariant,
given f ∈ L1(Ω) we are looking for f˜ : Ω˜→ R such that
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(E1) the restriction of f˜ to Ω equals f , that is, f˜|Ω = f ,
(E2) if f ∈ D(A), then T (t)f given by (2.6) belongs to D(A) for t > 0.
Construction of such extension f˜ of f is the main part of the method of images.
Lemma 2.2. Given f ∈ D(A), if there exists f˜ : Ω˜ → R satisfying (E1) and (E2),
then it is uniquely determined.
Proof. Let f ∈ D(A). Condition (E2) implies in particular that f˜ must be chosen in
such a way that T (t)f given by (2.6) satisfies the boundary condition (2.5). Hence,
we must have
f˜(−tv, v) =
∫
V
f˜(1− tw, w) `(dw, v)
for t > 0 and almost every v ∈ V . If we denote x = −tv, this may be rewritten as
f˜(x, v) =
∫
V
f˜(1 + xwv−1, w) `(dw, v), x 6 0, v ∈ V. (2.8)
For a positive integer i we set
Ωi :=
{
(x, v) ∈ R2 : v ∈ V, −ivb−1 < x 6 −(i− 1)vb−1}, (2.9)
see Figure 2.
0 1−1−2−3−4
a
b
− ab
ΩΩ1Ω2Ω3Ω4
Figure 2. Ω˜ is the union of Ωi’s.
For w ∈ V and j > 1 a little bit of algebra shows that
(x, v) ∈ Ωj implies (1 + xwv−1, w) ∈
j−1⋃
i=0
Ωi, (2.10)
where by convention Ω0 := Ω. Therefore, f˜ is determined by induction: Having
determined it on
⋃j
i=0 Ωi, j > 0 for (x, v) ∈ Ωj+1 we determine f˜(x, v) by (2.8).
This completes the proof. 
The reasoning presented in the proof of Lemma 2.2 suggests that given f ∈ L1(Ω)
we should study its extension f˜ satisfying
f˜(x, v) = f(x, v)[x > 0] +
∫
V
f˜(1 + xwv−1, w) `(dw, v)[x 6 0], (2.11)
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for almost every (x, v) ∈ Ω˜. This extension is unique up to an equivalence class.
Here and subsequently we use the Iverson bracket notation [13, p. 24], that is, if P
is a statement that can be true or false, then
[P ] =
{
1, P is true,
0, otherwise.
Definition 2.3. We call the extension f˜ satisfying (2.11) the boundary extension
of f ∈ L1(Ω).
We stress that we do not assume that f belongs to D(A) in order to define f˜ .
However, what is crucial, boundary extensions of functions from the domain of A
posses an important property which we describe in Lemma 2.8.
Now we need to find a suitable Banach space in which all extensions live. For
ω ∈ R we define the function eω : R→ R by the formula eω(x) := eωx, x ∈ R. Also,
we introduce the product measure leb× ν on Ω˜ (recall (2.7) for the definition of Ω˜).
We denote this product measure by µ, as on Ω. Given ω > 0 we let L1ω(Ω˜) to be the
space of equivalence classes of µ-measurable functions f on Ω˜, such that
|||f |||L1ω(Ω˜) := sup
j>0
e−ωj‖f‖L1(Γj) < +∞,
where
Γj :=
j⋃
i=0
Ωi, j > 0 (2.12)
with Ω0 := Ω and Ωi, i > 1 defined as in (2.9). Here, we naturally set ‖f‖L1(Γj) :=∫
Γj
|f | dµ. It is easy to check that ||| · |||L1ω(Ω˜) is a norm on L1ω(Ω˜), and that L1ω(Ω˜)
equipped with this norm is a Banach space.
Lemma 2.4. Let g be a ν-integrable function defined on V . Then∫
V
∫
V
vw−1g(w) `(dw, v) ν(dv) = (p+ q)
∫
V
g(w) ν(dw).
Proof. The conclusion follows by (2.4), the Fubini theorem and (2.1). 
Lemma 2.5. Assume that
ω > max
(
log(p+ q), 0
)
. (2.13)
Then for f ∈ L1(Ω) its boundary extension f˜ belongs to L1ω(Ω˜) and there exists
Mω > 0 such that
|||f˜ |||L1ω(Ω˜) 6Mω‖f‖L1(Ω), f ∈ L
1(Ω). (2.14)
Proof. Let ω > 0, f ∈ L1(Ω), and f˜ be its boundary extension. For i > 1, v ∈ V we
denote
Ωi,v :=
{
x ∈ R : − ivb−1 < x 6 −(i− 1)vb−1}.
Since x ∈ Ωi,v implies x 6 0, it follows by (2.11) that∫
Ωi
|f˜ | dµ =
∫
V
∫
Ωi,v
|f˜(x, v)| dx ν(dv)
6
∫
V
∫
V
∫
Ωi,v
|f˜(1 + xwv−1, w)| dx `(dw, v) ν(dv).
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0 1−1−2−3−4
Figure 3. The set
⋃4
i=1(1 + Ωi) is colored blue.
Changing variables x 7→ 1 + xwv−1 leads to∫
Ωi
|f˜ | dµ 6
∫
V
∫
V
∫
1+Ωi,w
vw−1|f˜(x,w)| dx `(dw, v) ν(dv)
= (p+ q)
∫
V
∫
1+Ωi,v
|f˜(x,w)| dx ν(dw),
where 1 + Ωi,v is the algebraic sum of {1} and Ωi,v, with the last equality resulting
from the Fubini theorem by Lemma 2.4. Thus∫
Ωi
|f˜ | dµ 6 (p+ q)
∫
1+Ωi
|f˜ | dµ, i > 1, (2.15)
where 1 + Ωi is the algebraic sum of {1} × V and Ωi. Furthermore, we have
1 + Γj ⊂ Γj−1, j > 1;
see Figure 3 or use (2.10) with w := v. Combining this with (2.15), for j > 1 we
obtain ∫
Γj
|f˜ | dµ = ‖f‖L1(Ω) +
∫
Γj\Ω
|f˜ | dµ 6 ‖f‖L1(Ω) + (p+ q)
∫
Γj−1
|f˜ | dµ.
Hence, induction shows that∫
Γj
|f˜ | dµ 6 ‖f‖L1(Ω)
j∑
i=0
(p+ q)i, j > 1. (2.16)
This implies that if p+ q < 1, then for ω > 0 we have
|||f˜ |||L1ω(Ω˜) 6
1
1− p− q‖f‖L1(Ω). (2.17)
On the other hand, if p+q > 1 and ω > log(p+q), then we have supj>0 e−ωj(p+q)j 6
1 and by (2.16) it follows that
|||f˜ |||L1ω(Ω˜) 6 sup
j>0
e−ωj
(p+ q)j+1 − 1
p+ q − 1 ‖f‖L1(Ω) 6
p+ q
p+ q − 1‖f‖L1(Ω).
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Finally, if p+ q = 1 and ω > 0, then again by (2.16)
|||f˜ |||L1ω(Ω˜) 6 sup
j>0
(j + 1)e−ωj‖f‖L1(Ω) 6
1
ω
eω−1‖f‖L1(Ω),
which proves (2.14). 
We denote by Y the set of all boundary extensions, that is,
Y := {f˜ : f ∈ L1(Ω)}.
It is clear from (2.11) that for f, g ∈ L1(Ω) and α ∈ R we have α˜f = αf˜ and
f˜ + g = f˜ + g˜. This implies that Y is a linear space and in view of Lemma 2.5 we
have Y ⊆ L1ω(Ω˜) provided that (2.13) holds. Here and subsequently we fix such ω,
that is,
ω > max
(
log(p+ q), 0
)
.
We endow Y with ||| · |||L1ω(Ω˜) norm, and define the extension operator
E : L1(Ω)→ Y
by
Ef := f˜ .
In order to set up notation, given Banach spaces X, Y we let L(X, Y ) to be the
space of bounded linear operators X → Y with standard operator norm ‖ · ‖L(X,Y ).
If Y = X we write L(X,X) = L(X).
Proposition 2.6. The operator E is an isomorphism between the spaces L1(Ω) and
Y. Moreover
‖E‖L(L1(Ω),L1ω(Ω˜)) 6Mω, (2.18)
and
‖E−1‖L(L1ω(Ω˜),L1(Ω)) = 1. (2.19)
where Mω is the constant from (2.14).
Proof. Inequality (2.18) follows directly from Lemma 2.5. On the other hand, since
Ef = 0 implies 0 = f˜|Ω = f , the operator E is one-to-one. Moreover, the inverse
E−1 is the restriction operator, that is, E−1f = f|Ω. Hence
‖E−1f‖L1(Ω) = ‖f|Ω‖L1(Ω) = ‖f‖L1(Γ0) 6 |||f |||L1ω(Ω˜), f ∈ L
1
ω(Ω˜).
This shows (2.19) and completes the proof. 
Let now T˜ = {T˜ (t), t > 0} be the family of operators in L1ω(Ω˜) given by
T˜ (t)f(x, v) := f(x− tv, v), t > 0, (x, v) ∈ Ω˜, f ∈ L1ω(Ω˜). (2.20)
A standard reasoning shows that T˜ is a strongly continuous semigroup and its gen-
erator A˜ is given by
A˜f(x, v) := −v∂xf(x, v), (x, v) ∈ Ω˜, f ∈ L1ω(Ω˜),
with domain
D(A˜) := W 1ω(Ω˜),
where W 1ω(Ω˜) is the space of (equivalence classes of) functions f ∈ L1ω(Ω˜) satisfying:
(i) for almost every v ∈ V the function J 3 x 7→ f(x, v) is weakly differentiable,
(ii) the function Ω 3 (x, v) 7→ v∂xf(x, v) belongs to L1ω(Ω˜).
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Analogously as in the case of W 1(Ω), if f ∈ W 1ω(Ω˜), then for almost every v ∈ V
the function J 3 x 7→ f(x, v) may be uniquely extended to a continuous function
on (−∞, 1].
Lemma 2.7. The space Y is invariant for the semigroup T˜ .
Proof. Fix t > 0. Let f ∈ L1(Ω), and let f˜ ∈ Y be its boundary extension. We
prove that T˜ (t)f˜ is the boundary extension of g ∈ L1(Ω) defined by
g(x, v) = f˜(x− tv, v), (x, v) ∈ Ω.
We proceed by induction, showing g˜ = T˜ (t)f˜ on each Γj, j > 0 (see (2.12)). Let
(x, v) ∈ Ω˜ and recall that by (2.20), T˜ (t)f˜(x, v) = f˜(x − tv, v). If (x, v) ∈ Ω = Γ0,
then by (2.11) we have
g˜(x, v) = g(x, v) = T˜ (t)f˜(x, v).
Fix j > 0 and assume that g˜(x, v) = T˜ (t)f˜(x, v) for (x, v) ∈ Γj. If (x, v) ∈ Ωj+1 =
Γj+1 \ Γj, then for each w ∈ V it follows that (1 + xwv−1, w) ∈ Γj by (2.10).
Therefore, by (2.11),
g˜(x, v) =
∫
V
g˜(1 + xwv−1, w) `(dw, v)
=
∫
V
T˜ (t)f˜(1 + xwv−1, w) `(dw, v)
=
∫
V
f˜(1 + (x− tv)wv−1, w) `(dw, v)
= f˜(x− tv, v)
for almost every (x, v) ∈ Γj+1 \ Γj. This shows
g˜(x, v) = T˜ (t)f˜(x, v), (x, v) ∈ Γj+1,
which completes the proof. 
By Lemma 2.7 the part A˜Y of A˜ in Y, that is, the operator defined as
A˜Yf := A˜f, D(A˜Y) := {f ∈ D(A˜) ∩ Y : A˜f ∈ Y},
generates the strongly continuous semigroup {T˜Y(t), t > 0} in Y given by
T˜Y(t)f˜(x, v) := f˜(x− tv, v), t > 0, (x, v) ∈ Ω, f ∈ Y,
see for example [11, Corollary II.2.3].
Lemma 2.8. Let f ∈ L1(Ω). We have f ∈ D(A) if and only if f˜ ∈ D(A˜Y).
Proof. Assume first that f˜ ∈ D(A˜Y). Of course f = f˜|Ω ∈ W 1(Ω). We need to show
that (2.5) holds. Let U be a measurable subset of V such that ν(V \ U) = 0 and
f˜|I×U is weakly differentiable with respect to x. Without loss of generality we may
assume that the function [0, 1] 3 x 7→ f(x, v) is continuous for every v ∈ U and
f(x, v) = f˜(x, v) for (x, v) ∈ [0, 1]× U . Thus, for v ∈ U by (2.11) we have
f(0, v) = f˜(0, v) =
∫
V
f˜(1, w) `(dw, v) =
∫
V
f(1, w) `(dw, v),
proving that f ∈ D(A).
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On the other hand, let f ∈ D(A). The Hille-Yosida theorem implies that there
exists λ0 > 0 such that for all λ > λ0 the operator
λ− A˜Y : D(A˜Y)→ L1ω(Ω˜)
is bijective. Let λ > λ0 and set
F (x, v) := λf(x, v) + v∂xf(x, v), (x, v) ∈ Ω.
Then F ∈ L1(Ω) since f ∈ D(A), and hence there exists g ∈ D(A˜Y) satisfying
λg − A˜Yg = F˜ . (2.21)
By the first part of the proof it follows that E−1g ∈ D(A). Therefore, letting
h := E−1g − f
we see that h ∈ D(A) and (2.21) gives
λh(x, v) + v∂xh(x, v) = 0, x ∈ I (2.22)
for almost every v ∈ V . Thus, if we fix such v ∈ V , then by [14, Corollary 3.1.6] the
function I 3 x 7→ h(x, v) is in fact a classical solution to (2.22). This implies
h(x, v) = cλ,ve
−λxv−1 , x ∈ I
for a constant cλ,v. However, since (2.5) holds for h, we get
cλ,v =
∫
V
cλ,we
−λw−1 `(dw, v).
Let
Cλ :=
∫
V
v|cλ,v| ν(dv).
We note that Cλ is finite. Indeed, we have∫
V
|cλ,w|e−λw−1 `(dw, v) =
∫
V
∫
I
|cλ,w|e−λw−1 dx `(dw, v)
6
∫
V
∫
I
|h(x,w)| dx `(dw, v),
the inequality resulting from e−λw−1 < e−λxw−1 for x ∈ I and w ∈ V . Then, by the
Fubini theorem,
Cλ 6
∫
I
∫
V
∫
V
v|h(x,w)| `(dw, v) ν(dv) dx
= (p+ q)
∫
I
∫
V
w|h(x,w)| ν(dw) dx
6 (p+ q)b‖h‖L1(Ω),
the equality being a consequence of Lemma 2.4 with g(w) = gx(w) := w|h(x,w)|;
this g is ν-integrable for almost every x because h ∈ L1(Ω). Since e−λw−1 < e−λb−1
for w ∈ V ,
Cλ 6 e−λb
−1
∫
V
∫
V
v|cλ,w| `(dw, v) ν(dv) = (p+ q)e−λb−1Cλ
by Lemma 2.4 with g(w) := w|cλ,w|; this g is ν-integrable because Cλ is finite. This
is true for all λ > λ0 which leads to Cλ = 0 for λ > λ′0 := max
(
λ0, b ln(p + q)
)
.
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Hence cλ,v = 0 for almost every v ∈ V , provided λ > λ′0. Thus h = 0 and f = E−1g.
Finally, by the uniqueness of boundary extensions,
f˜ = EE−1g = g ∈ D(A˜Y),
which completes the proof. 
Now we are ready to prove the generation theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let T = {T (t), t > 0} be the family of linear operators in
L1(Ω) defined by
T (t) := E−1T˜Y(t)E, t > 0. (2.23)
Then, see for example [4, 7.4.22], T is a strongly continuous semigroup in L1(Ω)
similar to {T˜Y(t), t > 0}. Moreover, its generator is the operator E−1A˜YE with
domain E−1D(A˜Y), which equals D(A) by Lemma 2.8. If f ∈ D(A), then by (2.11)
it follows that
∂xf˜(x, v) = ∂xf(x, v)
for almost every (x, v) ∈ Ω. Therefore
(E−1A˜YE)f = Af, f ∈ D(A).
This shows that A is the generator of T and the theorem follows. 
We call the semigroup generated by A the Rotenberg semigroup and in what
follows denote it by T = {T (t), t > 0}. By (2.23) we have
T (t)f(x, v) = f˜(x− tv, v), t > 0, (x, v) ∈ Ω, f ∈ L1(Ω), (2.24)
as conjectured in (2.6). Furthermore, we introduce
xwvt := 1 + xwv
−1 − tw; (2.25)
for a cell characterized by a pair (x, v) ∈ Ω at time t > 0, xwvt is the maturity
parameter of a potential mother of the cell with maturation speed w at time 0,
under proviso that xwvt ∈ I. Relations (2.11) and (2.24) imply that given t > 0 and
f ∈ L1(Ω),
T (t)f(x, v) = f(x− tv, v)[x > tv] +
∫
V
f˜(xwvt, w) `(dw, v)[x 6 tv]
for almost every (x, v) ∈ Ω. In particular, let t ∈ [0, b−1]. We have xwvt > 1− tw >
1 − wb−1 > 0 for (x, v) ∈ Ω and w ∈ V . Hence f˜(xwvt) = f(xwvt), and we may
rewrite the above relation in the form
T (t)f(x, v) = f(x− tv, v)[x > tv] +
∫
V
f(xwvt, w) `(dw, v)[x 6 tv] (2.26)
for almost every (x, v) ∈ Ω, provided that t ∈ [0, b−1].
It is worth noting that the extension f˜ is nonnegative provided that f is non-
negative, and hence T (t) is a positive operator for t > 0. We use this fact later
on.
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3. Growth estimates
In this section we estimate the growth of the Rotenberg semigroup T . Let T ∗ =
{T ∗(t) : t > 0} be the dual semigroup of T , see [11, I.5.14]. First we find an explicit
formula for the adjoint
T ∗(t) : L∞(Ω)→ L∞(Ω)
of T (t) for t ∈ [0, b−1], where L∞(Ω) is the space of (equivalence classes of) essentially
bounded functions on Ω with standard essential supremum norm ‖ · ‖L∞(Ω). We
denote
x∗wvt := (x+ tv − 1)wv−1;
for a cell characterized by a pair (x, v) ∈ Ω at time 0, x∗wvt is the maturity parameter
of a potential daughter of the cell with maturation speed w at time t > 0, under
proviso that x∗wvt ∈ I. Note that x∗wvt < 0 reflects the fact that the cell characterized
by (x, v) at time 0 will not mature fast enough to divide before time t. Analogously,
x∗wvt > 0 means that the cell will divide before time t.
To simplify notation, let
k∗(w, v) := k(v, w), w, v ∈ V,
and for v ∈ V let `∗(v, ·) = `∗ν(v, ·) be the measure on V defined by
`∗(v, dw) := pk∗(w, v) ν(dw) + qδv(dw).
Lemma 3.1. For t ∈ [0, b−1] the adjoint operator T ∗(t) of T (t) is given by
T ∗(t)ϕ(x, v) = ϕ(x+ tv, v)[x∗vvt < 0] +
∫
V
ϕ(x∗wvt, w) `
∗(v, dw)[0 6 x∗vvt] (3.1)
for almost every (x, v) ∈ Ω.
Proof. Let ϕ ∈ L∞(Ω) and fix t ∈ [0, b−1]. By the definition of the adjoint operator∫
Ω
fT ∗(t)ϕ dµ =
∫
Ω
ϕT (t)f dµ, f ∈ L1(Ω). (3.2)
By (2.26) and (2.4), we have∫
Ω
ϕT (t)f dµ = I1 + I2 + I3, (3.3)
where
I1 =
∫
V
∫
I
ϕ(x, v)f(x− tv)[x > tv] dx ν(dv),
I2 = p
∫
V
∫
I
∫
V
wv−1k(w, v)ϕ(x, v)f(xwvt, w)[x 6 tv] ν(dw) dx ν(dv),
I3 = q
∫
V
∫
I
ϕ(x, v)f(xvvt, v)[x 6 tv] dx ν(dv).
Changing variables x 7→ x− tv we obtain
I1 =
∫
V
∫
I
ϕ(x+ tv, v)f(x, v)[x∗vvt < 0] dx ν(dv),
since [0 < x + tv < 1][x + tv > tv] = [0 < x < 1][x∗vvt < 0] for (x, v) ∈ Ω. Similarly,
changing variables x 7→ xwvt, or equivalently x∗vwt 7→ x,
I2 = p
∫
V
∫
I
∫
V
k(w, v)ϕ(x∗vwt, v)f(x,w)[0 6 x∗wwt] ν(dw) dx ν(dv),
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and
I3 = q
∫
V
∫
I
ϕ(x∗vvt, v)f(x, v)[0 6 x∗vvt] dx ν(dv),
since [0 < x∗vwt < 1][x∗vwt 6 tv] = [0 < x < 1][0 6 x∗wwt] for (x, v) ∈ Ω and w ∈ V .
By (3.2), (3.3), and the definition of k∗, changing the order of integration in I2, we
obtain (3.1). 
We know that
‖T (t)‖L(L1(Ω)) = ‖T ∗(t)‖L(L∞(Ω)), t > 0. (3.4)
Since T (t) is a positive operator for t > 0, the same is true for T ∗(t). Hence, for
ϕ ∈ L∞(Ω) such that ‖ϕ‖L∞(Ω) 6 1 we have
−T ∗(t)1Ω 6 −T ∗(t)|ϕ| 6 T ∗(t)ϕ 6 T ∗(t)|ϕ| 6 T ∗(t)1Ω,
where 1Ω is the indicator function of Ω. This leads to
‖T ∗(t)‖L(L∞(Ω)) = sup
ϕ∈L∞(Ω)
‖ϕ‖L∞(Ω)61
‖T ∗(t)ϕ‖L∞(Ω) = ‖T ∗(t)1Ω‖L∞(Ω), t > 0,
and by (3.4) we obtain
‖T (t)‖L(L1(Ω)) = ‖T ∗(t)1Ω‖L∞(Ω), t > 0. (3.5)
Finally, by (3.1) it follows that
T ∗(t)1Ω(x, v) = [x∗vvt < 0] + (p+ q)[0 6 x∗vvt] (3.6)
for t ∈ [0, b−1] and almost every (x, v) ∈ Ω.
Lemma 3.2. We have
‖T (t)‖L(L1(Ω)) = max(1, p+ q), t ∈ (0, b−1].
Proof. Let t ∈ (0, b−1]. Equality (3.6) shows that
‖T ∗(t)1Ω‖L∞(Ω) = max(1, p+ q)
because the sets {(x, v) ∈ Ω: x < 1− tv} and {(x, v) ∈ Ω: 1− tv 6 x} are both of
positive µ-measure. By (3.5) this is the desired conclusion. 
Recall that a positive operator S : L1(Ω)→ L1(Ω) is called Markov if ‖Sf‖L1(Ω) =
1 provided that f ∈ L1(Ω) is nonnegative and ‖f‖L1(Ω) = 1. In case p + q = 1 we
may improve Lemma 3.2 as follows.
Lemma 3.3. Let t ∈ [0, b−1] and assume that p+ q = 1. Then the operator T (t) is
Markov.
Proof. Recall that the operator T (t) is positive. Let f ∈ L1(Ω) be nonnegative and
such that ‖f‖L1(Ω) = 1. Then by (3.2),
‖T (t)f‖L1(Ω) =
∫
Ω
1ΩT (t)f dµ =
∫
Ω
fT ∗(t)1Ω dµ.
However, by (3.6) we have T ∗(t)1Ω = 1Ω, thus ‖T (t)f‖L1(Ω) = ‖f‖L1(Ω), which
completes the proof. 
Theorem 3.4. Let t > 0.
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(i) If p+ q > 1, then
‖T (t)‖L(L1(Ω)) 6 (p+ q)dtbe, (3.7)
where dtbe is the smallest integer larger than or equal to tb.
(ii) If p+ q = 1, then the operator T (t) is Markov.
(iii) If p+ q < 1, then
‖T (t)‖L(L1(Ω)) 6 1.
Proof. Let n := dtbe and s := t/n. Hence s ∈ (0, b−1]. By the semigroup property
and Lemma 3.2 we have
‖T (t)‖L(L1(Ω)) 6 ‖T (s)‖nL(L1(Ω)) 6 max(1, p+ q)n,
which proves (i) and (iii).
In order to show (ii) we fix n and s as above. Then by Lemma 3.3 the operator
T (s) is Markov, and so is T (t) = [T (s)]n as a power of a Markov operator. 
Theorem 3.5. Assume that p+ q < 1 and V = (a, b) with the Lebesgue measure.
(i) If a = 0, then
‖T (t)‖L(L1(Ω)) = 1, t > 0.
(ii) If a > 0, then
‖T (t)‖L(L1(Ω)) = 1, 0 6 t < a−1, (3.8)
and
‖T (t)‖L(L1(Ω)) 6 (p+ q)btac, t > a−1, (3.9)
where btac is the largest integer less than or equal to ta.
Before we prove Theorem 3.5 we state a couple of auxiliary results.
Lemma 3.6. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.5 we have
‖T ∗(t)‖L(L∞(Ω)) > ess sup
(x,v)∈Ω
[x∗vvt < 0], t > 0. (3.10)
Proof. For each t1 ∈ [0, b−1] by (3.6) we have
T ∗(t1)1Ω(x, v) = [x∗vvt1 < 0] + (p+ q)[0 6 x
∗
vvt1
] > [x∗vvt1 < 0]
for almost every (x, v) ∈ Ω. Therefore, given t2 ∈ [0, b−1], by the semigroup property
for T ∗, the positivity of T ∗(t2), and (3.1),
T ∗(t1 + t2)1Ω(x, v) > T ∗(t2)[x∗vvt1 < 0]
>
[
(x+ t2v)
∗
vvt1
< 0
]
[x∗vvt2 < 0]
= [x∗vv(t1+t2) < 0] (3.11)
for almost every (x, v) ∈ Ω.
For t > 0 choose N > 0, s ∈ (0, b−1] such that
t = Nb−1 + s.
Inequality (3.11) implies
T ∗(t)1Ω(x, v) = T (Nb−1 + s)1Ω(x, v) > [x∗vvt < 0]
for almost every (x, v) ∈ Ω by induction. Hence (3.10) follows by (3.5). 
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Lemma 3.7. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.5, if a > 0, then
T ∗(t)1Ω(x, v) 6 (p+ q)j, t > 0 (3.12)
for almost every (x, v) ∈ Ω, where
j = j(x, v, t) := min{i > 0: x∗vv(t−ia−1) < 0}. (3.13)
Note that for (x, v) ∈ Ω, in view of the interpretation of x∗vv(t−ia−1) from the begin-
ning of this section, j is the least nonnegative integer such that a cell characterized
by a pair (x, v) at time 0 will not divide before time max(t− ja−1, 0).
Proof. For i > 0 and t > 0 define ϕi,t : Ω→ R by
ϕi,t(x, v) := [(i− 1)va−1 6 x∗vvt < iva−1], (x, v) ∈ Ω,
and ψi,t,w : Ω→ R for w ∈ V by
ψi,t,w(x, v) := [(i− 1)va−1 + vw−1 6 x∗vvt < iva−1 + vw−1], (x, v) ∈ Ω.
Also, denote
r := p+ q.
Step 1. Inequality (3.12) is equivalent to
T ∗(t)1Ω 6
+∞∑
i=0
riϕi,t, t > 0. (3.14)
Indeed, let t > 0. The functions ϕi,t for i > 0 are indicator functions of disjoint sets
whose union equals Ω, since
x∗vvt = x+ tv − 1 > −1 > −va−1, (x, v) ∈ Ω. (3.15)
Hence, for fixed (x, v) ∈ Ω, exactly one term in the series is nonzero at (x, v), that
is, there exists a unique m > 0 such that ϕm,t(x, v) = 1. For i > 0 we have
ϕi,t(x, v) = [−va−1 6 x∗vvt − iva−1 < 0] = [−va−1 6 x∗vv(t−ia−1) < 0], (3.16)
thus taking i = m we see that j 6 m, where j is defined by (3.13). In the casem = 0,
clearly j = m. On the other hand, if m > 1, then ϕi,t(x, v) = 0 for 0 6 i < m,
which by (3.16) implies j > m. Hence j = m, and finally
+∞∑
i=0
riϕi,t(x, v) = r
m = rj
as desired.
Step 2. Let t > 0 and w ∈ V . We estimate the sum ∑+∞i=0 riψi,t,w(x, v) under
proviso x∗vvt > 0. To this end we fix (x, v) ∈ Ω such that x∗vvt > 0, and for i > 0 we
define
Ψi,t,w(x, v) := [iva
−1 6 x∗vvt < iva−1 + vw−1].
Assuming that real numbers α, β, γ and δ satisfy
α 6 β 6 γ 6 δ, (3.17)
we have
[α 6 y < β] + r[β 6 y < δ] 6 [α 6 y < γ] + r[γ 6 y < δ], y ∈ R, (3.18)
since r < 1. Taking
α := iva−1, β := iva−1 + vw−1, γ := iva−1 + va−1, δ := (i+ 1)va−1 + vw−1,
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condition (3.17) holds for i > 0 because 0 < w−1 < a−1. Hence, by (3.18) with
y := x∗vvt we obtain
riΨi,t,w(x, v) + r
i+1ψi+1,t,w(x, v) 6 riϕi+1,t(x, v) + ri+1Ψi+1,t,w(x, v), i > 0.
Summing this inequality for i > 0 we get
+∞∑
i=0
riΨi,t,w(x, v) +
+∞∑
i=1
riψi,t,w(x, v) 6
+∞∑
i=0
riϕi+1,t(x, v) +
+∞∑
i=1
riΨi,t,w(x, v);
note that here all sums are finite since ϕi,t’s, ψi,t,w’s and Ψi,t,w’s are indicator func-
tions of disjoint sets. Thus
Ψ0,t,w(x, v) +
+∞∑
i=1
riψi,t,w(x, v) 6
+∞∑
i=0
riϕi+1,t(x, v).
Recall that x∗vvt > 0, therefore
ψ0,t,w(x, v) = [−va−1 + vw−1 6 x∗vvt < 0] + [0 6 x∗vvt < vw−1] = Ψ0,t,w(x, v).
Hence finally
+∞∑
i=0
riψi,t,w(x, v) 6
+∞∑
i=0
riϕi+1,t(x, v) (3.19)
provided that t > 0, w ∈ V , and (x, v) ∈ Ω satisfies x∗vvt > 0.
Step 3. Let s > 0 and set
t := b−1 + s.
We find a formula for T ∗(b−1)ϕi,s. For (x, v) ∈ Ω we have (x+ vb−1)∗vvs = x∗vvt and
(x∗wvb−1)
∗
wws = (x+ vb
−1 − 1)wv−1 + sw − 1 = x∗vvtwv−1 − 1.
Therefore,
ϕi,s(x+ vb
−1, v) = ϕi,t(x, v), i > 0,
and
ϕi,s(x
∗
wvb−1 , w) = ψi,t,w(x, v), i > 0, w ∈ V.
Combining these relations with (3.1), we have
T ∗(b−1)ϕi,s(x, v) = ϕi,t(x, v)[x∗vvb−1 < 0]+
∫
V
ψi,t,w(x, v) `
∗(v, dw)[0 6 x∗vvb−1 ] (3.20)
for i > 0 and almost every (x, v) ∈ Ω.
Step 4. We show that (3.14) holds for every t ∈ ((n − 1)b−1, nb−1], n > 1 by
induction on n. For t ∈ (0, b−1] we have
x∗vvt = x+ tv − 1 < 1 + vb−1 − 1 = vb−1 < va−1, (x, v) ∈ Ω,
thus [0 6 x∗vvt] = [0 6 x∗vvt < va−1] = ϕ1,t(x, v). Similarly, by (3.15),
[x∗vvt < 0] = ϕ0,t(x, v), (x, v) ∈ Ω.
Hence, by (3.6),
T ∗(t)1Ω = ϕ0,t + rϕ1,t =
+∞∑
i=0
riϕi,t.
This shows that (3.14) holds for t ∈ (0, b−1].
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In order to perform the inductive step let n > 1 and assume that (3.14) holds
for each t ∈ ((n − 1)b−1, nb−1]. Fix t ∈ (nb−1, (n + 1)b−1], and choose s ∈ ((n −
1)b−1, nb−1
]
such that
t = b−1 + s.
Since r < 1 we have
∑+∞
i=0 r
iϕi,t(x, v) 6 1 for (x, v) ∈ Ω (recall that exactly one
term of the series is nonzero). Therefore
∑+∞
i=0 r
iϕi,t is an element of L∞(Ω). Hence,
by (3.14) with t replaced by s, and by the fact that T ∗(b−1) is a positive and bounded
operator,
T ∗(t)1Ω = T ∗(b−1)T ∗(s)1Ω 6
+∞∑
i=0
riT ∗(b−1)ϕi,s.
Combining this with (3.20), we obtain
T ∗(t)1Ω(x, v) 6 [x∗vvb−1 < 0]
+∞∑
i=0
riϕi,t(x, v)
+ [0 6 x∗vvb−1 ]
∫
V
+∞∑
i=0
riψi,t,w(x, v) `
∗(v, dw) (3.21)
for almost every (x, v) ∈ Ω.
Denote
χ(x, v) := [x∗vvb−1 < 0], (x, v) ∈ Ω.
For (x, v) ∈ Ω, if x∗vvb−1 > 0, or equivalently 1−χ(x, v) = 1, then x∗vvt = x∗vvb−1 +sv >
0. Hence, by (3.21) and (3.19), we obtain
T ∗(t)1Ω 6 χ
+∞∑
i=0
riϕi,t + (1− χ)
∫
V
`∗(v, dw)
+∞∑
i=0
riϕi+1,t
= χ
+∞∑
i=0
riϕi,t + (1− χ)
+∞∑
i=0
ri+1ϕi+1,t
= χϕ0,t +
+∞∑
i=1
riϕi,t,
where in the first equality we used
∫
V
`∗(v, dw) = r for v ∈ V . However, we see that
χϕ0,t = ϕ0,t, since x∗vvb−1 6 x∗vvt for each (x, v) ∈ Ω. Therefore (3.14) follows, and
the proof is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. For part (i) and (3.8) we argue as follows. Fix t > 0 and
suppose that a = 0 or 0 < a < t−1. Then the set {(x, v) ∈ Ω: x∗vvt < 0} is of positive
Lebesgue measure. Indeed, the set U := V ∩ (a, t−1) is an open interval, and for
v ∈ U the Lebesgue measure of the set of x ∈ I satisfying x+tv < 1 is positive, being
equal 1 − tv > 0. Combining this with Lemma 3.6, we have ‖T ∗(t)‖L(L∞(Ω)) > 1.
Hence, by (3.4),
‖T (t)‖L(L1(Ω)) > 1.
However, we know from Theorem 3.4 (iii) that ‖T (t)‖L(L1(Ω)) 6 1. This means that
‖T (t)‖L(L1(Ω)) = 1
provided that a = 0 or 0 < a < t−1, which proves (i) and (3.8).
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In order to prove (3.9), for t > a−1 let m be the unique positive integer satisfying
ma−1 6 t < (m+ 1)a−1,
and let (x, v) ∈ Ω. Then
x∗vvt = x+ tv − 1 > x+mva−1 − 1 > mva−1 − 1 > (m− 1)va−1,
since va−1 > 1. This implies that
x∗vv(t−ia−1) = x
∗
vvt − iva−1 > 0, 0 6 i 6 m− 1,
hence j(x, v, t) = min{i > 0: x∗vv(t−ia−1) < 0} > m. Thus, since p+q < 1, Lemma 3.7
implies
‖T ∗(t)1Ω‖L∞(Ω) 6 (p+ q)m = (p+ q)btac
and the proof is complete by (3.5). 
A natural question arises whether the estimates in Theorem 3.4 (i) and Theo-
rem 3.5 (ii) are optimal. As we shall see, the answer is generally in negative; the
growth (resp. decay) is in fact slower (resp. faster) than Theorem 3.4 (i) and Theo-
rem 3.5 (ii) may suggest. Unfortunately, the exact growth and decay rates seem to
depend in crucial way on an interplay of parameters a, b and kernel k, and thus an
explicit formula, if it exists, evades us. We can show, however, that equality in (3.7)
holds rather seldom (a similar argument applies to (3.9)). For the sake of this ar-
gument, we restrict ourselves to the case V = (a, b) with the Lebesgue measure and
assume that
r := p+ q > 1.
We begin by finding necessary and sufficient conditions for
‖T (2b−1)‖L(L1(Ω)) = r2 (3.22)
to hold. To simplify notation we let s := b−1 and t := 2s. Fix (x, v) ∈ Ω, w ∈ V .
Note that x∗vvs = x∗vvt − sv, (x+ sv)∗vvs = x∗vvt and
(x∗wvs)
∗
wws = (x+ sv − 1)wv−1 + sw − 1 = (x+ 2sv − 1)wv−1 − 1 = x∗vvtwv−1 − 1.
Therefore [
(x+ sv)∗vvs < 0
]
[x∗vvs < 0] = [x
∗
vvt < 0],[
0 6 (x+ sv)∗vvs
]
[x∗vvs < 0] = [0 6 x∗vvt < sv],[
(x∗wvs)
∗
wws < 0
]
[0 6 x∗vvs] = [sv 6 x∗vvt < vw−1],[
0 6 (x∗wvs)∗wws
]
[0 6 x∗vvs] = [vw−1 6 x∗vvt].
Hence, using the semigroup property for T ∗(t) = T ∗(s + s), by (3.1) and (3.6) we
have
T ∗(t)1Ω(x, v) = [x∗vvt < 0] + r[0 6 x∗vvt < sv]
+ p
∫
V
k∗(w, v)[sv 6 x∗vvt < vw−1] dw + q[sv 6 x∗vvt < 1]
+ pr
∫
V
k∗(w, v)[vw−1 6 x∗vvt] dw + qr[1 6 x∗vvt] (3.23)
for almost every (x, v) ∈ Ω.
Let v ∈ V and denote
Iv := {x ∈ I : x∗vvt > sv} = {x ∈ I : x > 1− sv}.
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If x ∈ Iv and y ∈ I \ Iv, then by (3.23) we have
T ∗(t)1Ω(y, v) 6 r 6 T ∗(t)1Ω(x, v).
Hence, since the Lebesgue measure of Iv is positive, being equal sv,
‖T ∗(t)‖L(L∞(Ω)) = ess sup
v∈V, x∈Iv
T ∗(t)1Ω(x, v). (3.24)
Define
c(x, v) := max
(
a,
v
x∗vvt
)
, v ∈ V, x ∈ Iv;
note that a 6 c(x, v) 6 b. Then, using (3.23), for almost every (x, v) ∈ Ω such that
x ∈ Iv we obtain
T ∗(t)1Ω(x, v) = C(x, v) +D(x, v), (3.25)
where
C(x, v) := p
∫ c(x,v)
a
k∗(w, v) dw + pr
∫ b
c(x,v)
k∗(w, v) dw
and
D(x, v) := q[sv 6 x∗vvt < 1] + qr[1 6 x∗vvt].
Let
d := max(a, t−1) = max(a, b/2),
and observe that a 6 d < b. For v ∈ V the set
{x ∈ I : x∗vvt > 1} = {x ∈ I : x > 2− tv}
is of positive Lebesgue measure if and only if tv > 1, or equivalently v ∈ (d, b).
Consequently, if p = 0 then (3.22) holds by (3.24) and (3.25). Suppose now that
p > 0 and let v ∈ V . As a function of x ∈ Iv = [1 − sv, 1), x 7→ x∗vvt is increasing
and converges to tv as x→ 1−. This implies that Iv 3 x 7→ c(x, v) is decreasing and
converges to d as x→ 1−. Hence
ess sup
v∈V x∈Iv
C(x, v) = pr
if and only if the following condition holds:
(Vε) For each ε > 0 there exists a Lebesgue measurable subset U of V with
a positive measure such that∫ b
d
k∗(w, v) dw > 1− ε, v ∈ U.
Therefore, again by (3.24) and (3.25), if q = 0, then (3.22) is equivalent to (Vε).
Finally, if p, q > 0, then (3.22) holds if and only if (Vε) holds with the additional
requirement U ⊆ (d, b).
Note that by the definition of k∗ and (2.1) condition (Vε) is trivially satisfied
(for any U ⊆ V with positive Lebesgue measure) provided that d = a, which is
equivalent to b/2 6 a.
Continuing the procedure described above for t := nb−1, n > 2 we can generalize
this result. To this end, we fix n > 2 and introduce condition:
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(Vnε ) For each ε > 0 there exists a Lebesgue measurable subset U of V with
a positive measure such that∫ b
dn
k∗(w, v) dw > 1− ε, v ∈ U,
where
dn := max
(
a,
nb
n+ 1
)
, n > 2.
Then we can check that that the following result holds.
Proposition 3.8. Assume that p+q > 1, and V = (a, b) with the Lebesgue measure.
For n > 2 we have
‖T (nb−1)‖L(L1(Ω)) = (p+ q)n
if and only if
(i) p = 0, or
(ii) q = 0 and condition (Vnε ) holds, or
(iii) condition (Vnε ) holds with additional requirement U ⊆ (dn, b).
Note that if p = 0, then all cells degenerate and the structure of the population
does not change in time, and so the model is quite uninteresting. On the other hand,
condition (Vnε ) is very restrictive. Thus the proposition shows that the case when
equality in Theorem (3.4) (i) holds is rather rare. For example, assuming p, q > 0,
condition (iii) is satisfied for any t = nb−1, n > 2, provided that
k∗(w, v) :=
1
b− v [v < w < b], v, w ∈ U ∩ V,
where U ⊂ R2 is a neighbourhood of (b, b). For such k∗, k does not even satisfy
assumptions of Boulanouar’s theorem [9, Theorem 6.1], and seems to be rather unin-
teresting biologically. For this would mean that if a mother cell matures sufficiently
fast, then all its daughter cells would need to mature even faster.
4. Asymptotic behavior
This section is devoted to the asymptotic behaviour of the Rotenberg semigroup.
Throughout this section we assume that V = (a, b), and ν is the Lebesgue measure.
At first we state Boulanouar’s result.
Let ω0(T ) be the growth bound (or type) of the semigroup T defined as
inf{ω ∈ R : sup
t>0
‖e−ωtT (t)‖L(L1(Ω)) < +∞},
or equivalently
lim
t→+∞
t−1 log‖T (t)‖L(L1(Ω)).
Theorem 4.1 ([9, Theorem 6.1]). Assume that 0 < 1 − q < p and the following
conditions hold:
(H1) For every measurable set U ⊂ V such that leb(U) > 0 and leb(V \ U) > 0
we have ∫
V \U
∫
U
k(w, v) dv dw > 0.
(H2) The kernel k is essentially bounded on V × V .
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Then there exists a rank one projection P on L1(Ω) such that
lim
t→+∞
e−ω0(T )tT (t) = P
in the operator norm topology.
We concentrate on the case p + q 6 1 and study convergence of the Rotenberg
semigroup in strong topology as t→∞, as opposed to the operator norm topology
spoken of in Boualouar’s result.
Let us begin by recalling some classical notions for Markov and substochastic
semigroups, see for example [15] or [17].
Let (X,X ,m) be a σ-finite measure space and consider the space L1(X,X ,m) =
L1(X) of (equivalence classes of) absolutely integrable functions on X with respect
to m. A linear operator S : L1(X)→ L1(X) is called substochastic if S is a positive
contraction, that is, given f ∈ L1(X) we have Sf > 0 if f > 0, and ‖Sf‖L1(X) 6
‖f‖L1(X), where ‖ · ‖L1(X) is the standard L1-norm. Moreover, if SDL1(X) ⊆ DL1(X),
where DL1(X) is the set of densities in L1(X), that is,
DL1(X) := {f ∈ L1(X) : f > 0, ‖f‖L1(X) = 1},
then S is called a Markov (or stochastic) operator. If a substochastic operator S
can be written in the form
Sf(x) =
∫
X
h(x, y)f(y)m(dy) + Pf(x), x ∈ X, f ∈ L1(X),
where h : X ×X → R is a measurable nonnegative function satisfying∫
X
∫
X
h(x, y)m(dy)m(dx) > 0,
and P is a positive linear operator on L1(X), then S is called partially integral.
A strongly continuous semigroup S = {S(t), t > 0} in L1(X) is said to be sub-
stochastic (resp. Markov) if S(t) is a substochastic (resp. Markov) operator for every
t > 0. Furthermore, S is partially integral if there exists t0 > 0 such that S(t0) is
partially integral. If f∗ ∈ DL1(X) and
S(t)f∗ = f∗
for all t > 0, then f∗ is called an invariant density for the semigroup. Finally, if f∗
is an invariant density for S and for all f ∈ DL1(X) we have
lim
t→+∞
‖S(t)f − f∗‖L1(X) = 0,
then S is said to be asymptotically stable.
We use the following result of Pichór and Rudnicki [17, Proposition 2].
Theorem 4.2. Let S = {S(t), t > 0} be a partially integral substochastic semigroup
in L1(X). Assume that there is a unique, up to an equivalence class, invariant
density for S. If the invariant density is almost everywhere strictly positive, then
the semigroup S is asymptotically stable.
Applying Theorem 4.2 to the Rotenberg semigroup T , we will obtain the main
result of this paper, that is, Theorem 4.3. First, we state the crucial assumptions.
Let K be the operator in L1(V ) defined by
Kf(v) :=
∫
V
k(w, v)f(w) dw, v ∈ V, f ∈ L1(V ). (4.1)
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A function f ∈ DL1(V ) is called a stationary density for the kernel k if
Kf = f.
We assume the following.
(H3) There exists a unique, up to an equivalence class, stationary density f for
the kernel k, and f is strictly positive almost everywhere on V .
(H4) The function V 3 v 7→ v−1f(v) belongs to L1(V ).
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that p > 0 and p + q = 1. If conditions (H3)–(H4) hold,
then the Rotenberg semigroup T is asymptotically stable with a unique, up to an
equivalence class, invariant density f∗ given by
f∗(x, v) =
v−1f(v)∫
V
w−1f(w) dw
, (x, v) ∈ Ω,
where f is the stationary density for k.
Remark 4.4. If a > 0, then the function V 3 v 7→ v−1 is bounded, and in Theo-
rem 4.3 we may omit condition (H4).
In order to prove Theorem 4.3 we need a couple of lemmas.
Lemma 4.5. If f∗ ∈ L1(Ω) is an invariant density for the Rotenberg semigroup,
then for almost every v ∈ V the function I 3 x 7→ f∗(x, v) is constant.
Proof. Assume that f∗ is an invariant density for T . Then T (t)f∗− f∗ = 0 for t > 0,
hence f∗ ∈ D(A) and Af∗ = 0, where A is the generator of T given by (2.2). There-
fore for almost every v ∈ V the function I 3 x 7→ f∗(x, v) is weakly differentiable
and ∂xf∗ = 0. This completes the proof. 
Lemma 4.6. Let p + q = 1 and assume that f ∈ DL1(V ) is a unique, up to an
equivalence class, stationary density for the kernel k. If f satisfies condition (H4),
then there exists a unique, up to an equivalence class, invariant density f∗ ∈ DL1(Ω)
for the Rotenberg semigroup and
f∗(x, v) =
F(v)
‖F‖L1(V )
(4.2)
for almost every (x, v) ∈ Ω, where F ∈ L1(V ),
F(v) := v−1f(v), v ∈ V.
Proof. First we prove that f∗ defined by (4.2) is indeed an invariant density for T .
By (2.4) and since Kf = f we have∫
V
F(w) `(dw, v) = pv−1Kf(v) + qF(v) = F(v)
for almost every v ∈ V . Hence, for t ∈ [0, b−1] by (2.26) we obtain
‖F‖L1(V )T (t)f∗(x, v) = F(v)[x > tv] +
∫
V
F(w) `(dw, v)[x 6 tv] = F(v)
for almost every (x, v) ∈ Ω. In other words T (t)f∗ = f∗ for t ∈ [0, b−1]. If t > b−1,
then we find a positive integer n such that s := t/n 6 b−1. Then T (s)f∗ = f∗, and
by the semigroup property T (t)f∗ = [T (s)]nf∗ = f∗. Therefore f∗ is an invariant
density for T .
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For the uniqueness part, assume that f 1∗ and f 2∗ are invariant densities for T . Let
i ∈ {1, 2}. By (2.26), equality T (t)f i∗ = f i∗, t > 0 implies that
f i∗(x, v) = f
i
∗(x− tv, v)[x > tv] +
∫
V
f i∗(xwvt, v) `(dw, v)[x 6 tv]
for t ∈ [0, b−1] and almost every (x, v) ∈ Ω. Using Lemma 4.5, this is true if and
only if f i∗(x, v) =
∫
V
f i∗(x,w) `(dw, v) for almost every (x, v) ∈ Ω, which by (2.4) we
may rewrite as
f i∗(x, v) = p
∫
V
wv−1k(w, v)f i∗(x,w) ν(dw) + qf
i
∗(x, v).
Since 1− q = p, this is equivalent to
vf i∗(x, v) =
∫
V
k(w, v)wf i∗(x,w) dw. (4.3)
Let F i∗ ∈ L1(Ω) be given by
F i∗(x, v) := vf
i
∗(x, v), (x, v) ∈ Ω,
and define f i ∈ L1(V ) by
f i(v) :=
F i∗(x, v)
‖F i∗‖L1(Ω)
, (x, v) ∈ Ω;
this definition make sense since by Lemma 4.5, f i∗ does not depend on x, and thus
the same is true for F i∗. By (4.3), f i is a stationary density for the kernel k. Hence,
by uniqueness assumption, we have
F 1∗
‖F 1∗ ‖L1(Ω)
=
F 2∗
‖F 2∗ ‖L1(Ω)
.
Then
‖F 2∗ ‖L1(Ω)f 1∗ = ‖F 1∗ ‖L1(Ω)f 2∗ .
Integrating this relation over Ω, we obtain ‖F 1∗ ‖L1(V ) = ‖F 2∗ ‖L1(V ), since ‖f i∗‖L1(Ω) =
1. Thus finally f 1∗ = f 2∗ . 
Lemma 4.7. Assume that p > 0. The operator T (2b−1) is partially integral provided
that ∫
V
∫ b
max(a,b/2)
k(w, v) dv dw > 0. (4.4)
Proof. To simplify notation let, as before, s := b−1 and t := 2s. By (2.26),
T (s) = Q1 + P1
where P1 is a bounded positive operator in L1(Ω) and
Q1f(x, v) = p
∫
V
wv−1k(w, v)f(xwvs, w) dw[x < sv], (x, v) ∈ Ω, f ∈ L1(Ω).
Operator Q1 describes a subpopulation of (x, v)-type cells, with x < sv, alive at
time b−1, which are non-degenerate daughters of cells from generation 0 (see defini-
tion (2.25)). It follows that
T (t) = Q+ P
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where Q = (Q1)2 and P is another bounded positive operator in L1(Ω). Since
(xwvs)uws = 1 + (1 + xwv
−1 − sw)uw−1 − su = xuvt + uw−1,
we have
Qf(x, v) = p2
∫
V
∫
V
uv−1k(u,w)k(w, v)f(xuvt + uw−1, u)[xwvs < sw][x < sv] du dw
(4.5)
for (x, v) ∈ Ω. Furthermore, a little bit of algebra shows that if xwvs < sw for some
w ∈ V , which is the same as xwvt < 0, then x < sv. Thus, [xwvs < sw][x < sv] in
the formula above may be replaced by [xwvt < 0]. Applying the Fubini theorem and
substituting
y = y(w) := xuvt + uw
−1,
in (4.5) we get
Qf(x, v) = p2
∫
V
∫ xuvt+ua−1
xuvt+ub−1
y˜2v−1k(y˜, v)k(u, y˜)f(y, u)[xy˜vt < 0] dy du, (4.6)
where y˜ = u(y−xuvt)−1. If a = 0, then by convention we take a−1 := +∞ here. For
x ∈ I and u, v ∈ V , we have
(xuvt + ub
−1, xuvt + ua−1) ∩ {y ∈ R : xy˜vt < 0} ⊆ I.
Indeed, xuvt + ub−1 = xuvb−1 > 1 − ub−1 > 0, and if xy˜vt < 0, then y˜(t − xv−1) > 1
which implies y < u(t− xv−1) + xuvt = 1. Therefore, we may rewrite (4.6) as
Qf(x, v) =
∫
V
∫
I
h(x, v, y, u)f(y, u) dy du,
for
h(x, v, y, u) := p2y˜2v−1k(y˜, v)k(u, y˜)[y ∈ Λuvt][xy˜vt < 0] > 0,
where (x, v), (y, u) ∈ Ω and Λuvt = (xuvt + ub−1, xuvt + ua−1). Hence, we are left
with proving that
∫
Ω
∫
Ω
h dµ dµ > 0. We have∫
Ω
∫
Ω
h dµ dµ =
∫
Ω
Q1Ω dµ.
Let
d := max(a, t−1) = max(a, b/2)
and note that x ∈ I and xwvt < 0 is equivalent to d < w < b and 0 < x < tv−vw−1.
Thus by (4.5) we obtain (recall that [xwvs < sw][x < sv] may be replaced by
[xwvt < 0])
1
p2
∫
Ω
∫
Ω
h dµ dµ =
∫
V
∫
I
∫
V
∫
V
uv−1k(u,w)k(w, v)[xwvt < 0] du dw dx dv
=
∫
V
∫ b
d
∫
V
∫ tv−vw−1
0
uv−1k(u,w)k(w, v) dx dv dw du
=
∫
V
∫ b
d
∫
V
uk(u,w)k(w, v)(t− w−1) dv dw du
=
∫
V
∫ b
d
uk(u,w)(t− w−1) dw du,
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the second equality resulting from the Fubini theorem, and the third from (2.1).
Since the function V × (d, b) 3 (u,w) 7→ u(t− w−1) is strictly positive, the integral∫
V
∫ b
d
uk(u,w)(t− w−1) dw du is positive if and only if condition (4.4) holds. 
Lemma 4.8. If there exits a strictly positive stationary density f ∈ DL1(V ) for the
kernel k, then ∫
V
∫
U
k(w, v) dv dw > 0
for every Lebesgue measurable subset U of V with positive measure.
Proof. Assume, contrary to our claim, that∫
V
∫
U
k(w, v) dv dw = 0. (4.7)
for a set U of positive measure. However, for almost every v ∈ V we have
f(v) =
∫
V
k(w, v)f(w) dw.
Integrating this over U ,∫
U
f(v) dv =
∫
V
∫
U
k(w, v)f(w) dv dw (4.8)
by the Fubini theorem. Since k is nonnegative, (4.7) implies k = 0 almost everywhere
on V × U . This means that ∫
U
f(v) dv = 0
by (4.8), which contradicts strict positivity of f. This completes the proof. 
Now we are ready to prove the main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 4.3. We know by Theorem 3.4 (ii) that the Rotenberg semigroup
T is Markov, hence in particular substochastic. By Lemma 4.6 there exists a unique
invariant density f∗ for T . Moreover, by (4.2), f∗ is strictly positive since so is
f. Furthermore, Lemma 4.8 with U =
(
max(a, b/2), b
)
implies that T is partially
integral by Lemma 4.7. Thus, we may apply Theorem 4.2 which completes the
proof. 
With the described approach asymptotic stability of the Rotenberg semigroup is
more difficult to prove if p + q > 1. In this case the semigroup T needs not be
substochastic and we should first rescale it, taking
S(t) := e−ω0(T )tT (t), t > 0.
Then the semigroup S = {S(t), t > 0} is bounded and its generator equals A−ω0(T ),
where A is the generator of T . Arguing as in the proofs of Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 4.6,
f∗ ∈ DL1(Ω) is an invariant density for S if and only if
v
(
1− qe−ω0(T )v−1)f∗(x, v) = p∫
V
wk(w, v)e−ω0(T )w
−1
f∗(x,w) dw
for almost every (x, v) ∈ Ω. The problem here is that we do not have explicit formula
for ω0(T ) what we essentially discussed at the end of Section 3.
Finally, let us state a result describing the asymptotic behaviour of the Rotenberg
semigroup in the case p+ q < 1.
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Theorem 4.9. Suppose that p+ q < 1.
(i) If a = 0, then T converges strongly to zero, that is,
lim
t→+∞
T (t)f = 0, f ∈ L1(Ω).
(ii) If a > 0, then T converges to zero in the operator norm, that is,
lim
t→+∞
‖T (t)‖L(L1(Ω)) = 0.
Note that in the case p + q < 1 the cell population gradually dies out. Theo-
rem 3.5 (i) reflect the fact that in the case a = 0 for every t > 0 there may exist
cells that mature very slowly and did not yet divide. In the case a > 0 all parts of
the population die out uniformly fast.
Proof. Part (ii) follows directly by Theorem 3.5 (ii), and hence we assume that a = 0.
Since ‖T (t)‖L(L1(Ω)) 6 1 for each t > 0 by Theorem 3.4 (iii), it is sufficient to show
that
lim
n→+∞
T (nb−1)f = 0, f ∈ L1(Ω). (4.9)
For n > 1 and f ∈ L1(Ω) by (2.24) we have
‖T (nb−1)f‖L1(Ω) =
∫
V
∫
I
|f˜(x− nvb−1, v)| dx dv
=
∫
V
∫ 1−nvb−1
−nvb−1
|f˜(x, v)| dx dv. (4.10)
However, by (2.17) with ω = 0, ∫
Ω˜
|f˜ | dµ < +∞,
provided p+ q < 1. Thus (4.10) and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem
imply (4.9). 
Remark 4.10. The proof of Theorem 4.9 (i) still works in the case where (V, ν) is
any measure space with V ⊆ (a, b) and a > 0. This is obvious since (2.17) holds
in this general setup. Hence, if p+ q < 1, then the Rotenberg semigroup converges
strongly to zero even if we do not assume that V = (a, b) with the Lebesgue measure.
5. Discussion of assumptions
In our last theorem we discuss the relation between conditions (H1)–(H2) used
in Theorem 4.1 and (H3)–(H4) used in Theorem 4.3. As a consequence of this
result, we see in particular that Boulanouar’s assumptions are stronger than our
condition (H3). In this context, it becomes clear that it is (H4) that is crucial for
our analysis. As we have seen, (H4) is an assumption of existence and uniqueness
of an invariant density for the Rotenberg semigroup. See the upcoming [16] for
a way to deduce existence and uniqueness of an invariant density from properties of
a semigroup.
Theorem 5.1. For the kernel k the following is true.
(i) If conditions (H1)–(H2) hold, then so does (H3), but not necessarily (H4).
(ii) If condition (H3) holds, then so does (H1), but not necessarily (H2) even if
we additionally assume (H4).
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Proof. For part (i), in order to show that (H1) and (H2) implies (H3) we first note
that the operator K defined by (4.1) is weakly compact provided (H1) and (H2).
Indeed, let SV be the closed unit sphere in L1(V ). We will show that KSV is
relatively weakly compact, that is, the weak closure of KSV is compact in the
weak topology of L1(V ). By the Dunford-Pettis theorem [1, Theorem 5.2.9] this
holds if and only if KSV is composed of uniformly integrable functions. Let U be
a measurable subset of V . For f ∈ SV by (H2) we have∫
U
|Kf(v)| dv 6 ‖k‖L∞(V×V )
∫
U
∫
V
|f(w)| dw dv = ‖k‖L∞(V×V ) leb(U),
where ‖k‖L∞(V×V ) is the essential bound of k on V ×V . This implies uniform integra-
bility of functions belonging to KSV , and completes the proof of weak compactness
of K. Hence K2 is a compact operator by [10, Corollary VI.8.13], the result also due
to Dunford and Pettis. Therefore, by (H1) and the Jentzsch theorem [19, V.6.6], for
the spectral radius r(K) of K there exists a unique density f ∈ DL1(V ) satisfying
Kf = r(K)f, and moreover f > 0 almost everywhere on V . However, by (2.1) it
follows that r(K) = 1, and thus (H3) holds.
To see that (H1) and (H2) do not imply (H4) we take V := (0, 1), and let k be
equal identically 1 on V × V . Then (H1) and (H2) are satisfied and f equaling
identically 1 on V is the stationary density for k, and yet
∫
V
v−1f(v) dv = +∞.
For part (ii), assume that (H3) holds, and let f be the unique stationary density
for k. Suppose, contrary to our claim, that there exists a measurable set U ⊂ V ,
such that leb(U), leb(V \ U) > 0 and∫
V \U
∫
U
k(w, v) dv dw = 0. (5.1)
Let f ∈ L1(V ) be defined as f := 1Uf, where 1U is the indicator function of U .
Then
Kf 6 Kf = f (5.2)
almost everywhere on V , since K is a positive operator. Moreover
Kf(v) =
∫
V
k(w, v)f(w) dw =
∫
U
k(w, v)f(w) dw,
and hence ∫
V \U
Kf(v) dv = 0,
since by (5.1) we have k = 0 almost everywhere on (V \ U) × U . Because Kf is
nonnegative, this means that Kf = 0 almost everywhere on V \ U . Thus, by (5.2),
we obtain Kf 6 f almost everywhere on V . However, by (2.1) and the Fubini
theorem,
‖Kf‖L1(V ) = ‖f‖L1(V ),
which implies Kf = f almost everywhere on V . Then g := f/‖f‖L1(V ) is a station-
ary density for k, and g 6= f, which contradicts (H3). This contradiction proves
that (H3) implies (H1).
Finally, to show that (H3) and (H4) do not imply (H2), let V := (0, 1), and
k(w, v) :=
3
4
· v√
1− v , w, v ∈ V.
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Then k satisfies (2.1). Moreover, f ∈ L1(V ) defined by
f(v) :=
3
4
· v√
1− v , v ∈ V,
is a stationary density for k. Next, if f is a stationary density for k, then
f(v) =
∫
V
k(w, v)f(w) dw =
3
4
· v√
1− v
∫
V
f(w) dw =
3
4
· v√
1− v , v ∈ V.
Hence, f is a unique stationary density for k, and it is strictly positive, that is,
(H3) holds for k. Furthermore, it is easy to check that (H4) is satisfied, however k
is not essentially bounded and (H2) fails to hold. 
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